Acclimatization to hypoxia alters cerebral convective and diffusive O2 delivery.
Ventilatory acclimatization (VA) to hypoxia alters cerebrovascular responses to arterial blood gas perturbations. For example, after VA, cerebral blood flow (CBF) is elevated, at a given arterial CO2 tension (PaCO2), compared to CBF before VA. This experiment examined the effects of VA to 72 h of normobaric hypoxia [arterial O2 tension (PaO2) approx. 40 mmHg, O2 saturation in arterial blood approx. 50%] on total and regional cerebrovascular resistance (CVR and rCVR) and cerebral O2 extraction fraction (OEF) in 32 conscious sheep. Four different O2-CO2 gas combinations were sequentially administered to each sheep before and after VA. CVR and rCVR were calculated from CBF (radiolabeled microspheres) and arterial and cerebral downstream pressures; OEF was calculated from arterial and cerebral venous O2 contents. After VA, during hyperoxia, CVR and rCVR tended to be lower during both hypocapnia and hypercapnia. During hypoxia, although CVR and rCVR were slightly less during hypocapnia, CVR and rCVR during hypercapnia were surprisingly increased. The post-VA increases in mean CVR and mean rCVR during hypoxic gas combinations differed from the post-VA decreases during hyperoxic gas combinations (0.04 less than or equal to P less than or equal to 0.11). In contrast, although VA decreased OEF during three of four gas combinations (P less than or equal to 0.003), there was a greater mean post-VA decrease in OEF during hypercapnic gas combinations than during hypocapnic gas combinations (P = 0.025); decreases in OEF were correlated with decreases in cerebral O2 consumption. The post-VA CVR responses may reflect altered neurocirculatory control by the arterial chemoreflex; the OEF responses suggest relative cerebral hyperperfusion.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)